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Junta de libertad condicional actual
Cuando la comisión de libertad bajo palabra inicial
del Gobernador Youngkin fue establecida por
algunas semanas, rechazó todas las 177 peticiones
para la libertad condicional que consideró, según
el Richmond-Times Dispatch. Más tarde, los
demócratas votaron para no aprobar a cuatros de
los miembros. El Gobernador respondió por
nombrar a nuevos miembros de la junta, quienes
formaron parte de la comisión en una capacidad
provisional a principios de abril. Los miembros
nuevos son profesionales involucrados en la
fiscalía y los cuerpos policiales. El Senador Scott
Surovell, en una entrevista reciente, no indicó si
los demócratas rechazarían otra vez los
nombramientos. Sin embargo, los demócratas del
Senado probablemente no votarían sobre los
nombramientos hasta su próxima sesión regular,
en 2023. Los nombramientos de Youngkin están en
la comisión hasta entonces.

VEC - HB 277
This info is from Richard Kendrick (Lunenburg)
regarding getting pay info from VEC for HB277
documentation to the courts.
Ask for a month by month hours and pay.
A judge may ask for a breakdown, not just a total
number.  When you apply, add a letter to the court
to fax your unit that the court cost is paid in full.
VEC address:
VA Correction Enterprises
Inmate Payroll Accounting
8030 White Bark Terrace
Richmond, VA  23237
HB 277 provides that a court may (not all courts
are doing it) permit an inmate to earn credits
against any fines and court costs imposed against
him by performing community service.

Reflections in Time
David Bomber (Nottoway) has published a book
that is available on Amazon Kindle.  Author’s note:
From some of his most sentimental thoughts and
memories, comes a collection of short stories,
poems, and artwork by David Bomber.  Journey
with him as he takes you from the time that he
began to discover himself to some of his wiliest
adventures.  Packed with amusing tales,
thought-provoking writings, and renderings,
Reflections In Time is a book designed to appeal to
a variety of readers.
Proceeds of the sale of his book go to David’s legal
fund.

A Thought
Evelin Ventura (Fluvanna)

The woman I was yesterday introduced me to the
woman I am today, which makes me very excited
about meeting the woman I will become
tomorrow.

How To Build A Law
by The Humanization Project (.org)

(Authors/champions of the (original, including
everyone) ESC expansion bill, and coauthors of
2nd Look and Anti-Profiteering bills, among
others).

Not good enough, but more years are about to
be earned back by more people than ever in VA's
history. The original version (without exclusions)
of the ESC bill doing that was written by people
behind bars. Point being, you CAN make reform,
CAN write your own bill.
1. PICK 1 PROBLEM TO SOLVE-- Be specific: not
just "get people out," but "provide incentives to
EARN release sooner."  Be realistic: won't
succeed unless it sells to average people.
2. FIND/STUDY EXISTING RELATED LAWS-- Must
fit structure, avoid creating contradictions. Use
Law Library lots: most CJ laws in sections 18.2,
19.2, 52, 53.1, 60 provide a map & starting point
Learn/practice appropriate language, style,
structure.
3. FIND/STUDY PAST SUCCESSFUL BILLS-- See
how they relate to existing law. Mimic their
wording, mindset.
4. BUILD OFF CURRENT LAWS-- Build your idea
within the closest existing statute: much easier
than from scratch.  Can be a big jump: the old
version of ESC law was 3 sentences.
5. BRAINSTORM ALL NEEDS -- Use a team, start
with key elements to fix.  Think like an
Instruction Manual:  figure out details,
mechanics to make the process work smoothly.
Specifically consider possible loopholes:  ESC
expansion (original) stated retroactive, blocked
ways DOC might drag feet, alter levels, steal
time.
6. OUTLINE SOLUTIONS -- Organize solutions into
logical structure.  Start broad, group related
details below.   Use subsection format like
existing laws.  Be Specific!  2nd Look: not just
"consider factors since sentencing," but created
a list of particular factors that must be included.
7. WRITE FULL VERSION -- Use a team, multiple
drafts: 1st is never done.  Use precise, specific
language everywhere.  Model to sound like
existing laws: "shall," not "should," etc..  Cover
every detail of how the process will work, but do
NOT include "why" the law exists in its language.
Once done, get feedback from experienced eyes.
8. CREATE SUPPORTIVE DOCUMENTS -- Write
brief (1-2 pages) Public Relations documents
explaining why this law is needed and useful to
show potential supporters.  Sell it using popular
issues, phrasing, principles. Use bullet point
slogans followed by 1-2 sentence explanations.
Include basic values, humanity, and simple facts.
Have different versions tailored for different
audiences.
9. SEEK SUPPORT -- Legislators must sign on, so
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We Are Not Lawyers - Coalition for Justice
Several incarcerated people are writing to us,
sending us packets of legal papers, etc. as they
believe that we are lawyers or can file motions for
them or give legal advice.   WE ARE NOT LAWYERS.
We can send state code, legislation, information
on laws, do research, etc. but we are an all
volunteer committee and we are not and do not
have lawyers on staff.

Release
The VADOC has stated that about 4,500 are
expected to be released from July 1 to September
through HB 5148.   VADOC said roughly 12,000
inmates are to be released after serving time
yearly just because their time is complete.  AG
Jason Miyares recently said, “What is disturbing is
that over 2,000 of them have medium to high risk
of recidivism.”   Other GOP legislators are echoing
these fears unfortunately.  For everyone getting
out, show them who you are and what you’ve
become – wiser, better equipped to handle life,
and ready to contribute in positive ways. Do this
not just for yourself but for others who will benefit
from further much needed reforms.   Don’t give
them bad stats to deter this & enjoy the freedom!

Petition
https://chng.it/TmzPHzJW
This petiton was started by Dwight Gamble
(Lunenburg) – a petition is to end institutional
slavery in Virginia by adding "there shall never be
in this state either slavery or involuntary
servitude" to the Virginia constitution. Dwight
added that “This will help solve the problems with
mass incarceration”.

Second Offense List - HB 5148
VADOC put out a confusing 9 page document.
Anything with a 2 in the far right column (read the
top and follow the thin line to the column) is
something that must be a second offense,
meaning you have to have gone to jail/prison for a
first offense, been released and then committed
offense again.  From the Humanization Project.

Poem
By Ashim Ricks (River North)

Go through pain in hopes of a new game.
Went through pain in hopes of a new game.
Life is what you make it and that is just
one of the few new things.

It Do Exist
An Excerpt - By Abbas Ahmed (Sussex 1)

I actually saw it with my own two eyes, held it in
my two hands and felt its warmth – the JP6 tablet!
It’s slim with a big 7 inch screen.  Its circuit board
includes a space for a camera which is NOT
installed.  It comes with a 4 foot long charger and
earbuds.  It’s Wifi ready but the feature is NOT
turned on at this time – perhaps later.  It don’t
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The Reform Movement Needs...
Your Voice! Your Story! Your Gorgeous Face!

From the Humanization Project

Future chances to EARN earlier release depend on
the success of ESC expansion, including public
perception.
We've been tasked by reform leaders with
organizing this effort, and we need your help.
Are you getting out this summer after earning
more good time? Are your loved ones super
excited? Let's show the world that incentives for
early release benefit everyone!
We need help from  anyone benefiting from ESC
expansion, from returned  citizens to family
members.  Anyone who is willing to do an
interview in any format, please let us know.
Or, if you just want to share a few words of
gratitude to pass on to those who made it possible
and show how much it matters, that would help,
too.
Start from this:
I am thankful for the chance to EARN more good
time because...

To volunteer for interviews, connect us with those
who might, or just share thanks, email us at:
info@thehumanizationproject.org
Thanks in advance!

Essential Notifications
New legislation introduced in the US Senate would
require the Justice Department to establish
guidelines for the Federal Bureau of Prisons and
state correctional systems to notify family
members of incarcerated people if their loved one
has a serious illness, a life-threatening injury or if
they die behind bars. Senators  Jon Ossoff, D-Ga.,
and John Kennedy, R-La. pushed the legislation as
part of the push for further oversight of the
federal prisons system, which had ignored its
internal guidelines and failed to notify the families
when covid-19 raged through prisons.  The
legislation comes at a time when several reports of
similar conduct in state prisons have come forward
as well.
Senator Jon Ossoff
Russell Senate Office Building
Suite 455
Washington, DC 20510

Marijuana
State legislators created two new criminal
misdemeanors in state law for possession of more
than four ounces of marijuana in public and the
retail sale of any product containing THC that is
ingestible “orally or by inhalation” to those under
21.  Also, those products cannot be made to look
like other famous brands – no lookalike packaging.
Marijuana justice orgs have called for an end to
the effort to find new ways to criminalize
marijuana users.  This will be effective once the
budget bill is signed.  It has been approved.

seek meetings directly.  Go to your district or
known CJ reformers.  Have supporting materials
ready. Also work with other CJ orgs.  Rally
stakeholders online. Persistence! Be Professional!

OP 830.3 Updates - ESC 2 (excerpts)
3. Earned Sentence Credit (ESC) applies to those
inmates whose felony offenses were committed
on or after January 1, 1995.
a. Inmates under the ESC-1 system are awarded
from 0 to 4.5 days of good time for each 30 days
served based on evaluations of inmate behavior
and performance.
b. Inmates under the ESC-2 system are awarded
from 0 to 15 days of good time for each 30 days
served, based on evaluations of inmate behavior
and performance.
B. Loss of Good Time and Restoration of Lost
Good Time
1. Loss of Good Time
a. Inmates convicted of specific disciplinary
offenses may be subject to a loss of good time up
to and including all accumulated GCA, ESC-1, and
ESC-2 earnings.
i. A loss of 30 days GCA is equivalent to a loss of
4.5 days of ESC-1 and 15 days of ESC-2.
ii. Staff should impose the loss of good time in
increments of GCA earnings.
iii. The loss of GCA, ESC-1 and ESC-2 earnings is
computed automatically upon the inmate’s
disciplinary conviction.
b. The loss of good time does not apply to GCT
sentences, conviction of any disciplinary offense
can prevent a GCT sentence from earning 10
days for the 20 days served and the inmate may
be ineligible for EGT.
c. The Chief of Corrections Operations must
review and approve any disciplinary penalty for
loss of earnings in excess of 180 days GCA, 27
days ESC-1 and 90 days ESC-2.
2. Restoration of Lost Good Time
a. An inmate can only request a restoration of
their lost good time for the following disciplinary
convictions:
i. Offense Code 116a, Refusal to provide sample
for DNA analysis (First Refusal)
ii. Offense Code 116b, Refusal to provide sample
for DNA analysis (Second Refusal)
iii. Offense Code 116c, Refusal to provide sample
for DNA analysis (Third and Subsequent
Refusals)
iv. Offense Code 119a, Refusal to participate in
testing, classification, or reentry preparation -
Preventative/prophylactic therapies and/or
treatment for contagious diseases which are
determined by the medical authority or
state/federal law or regulation to present a
public health risk.
VI. Earned Sentence Credit (ESC)
A. Inmates who committed their felony
offense(s) on or after January 1, 1995,
automatically enter the ESC
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have any extra features or apps except a setting
app which gives you a detailed description of your
player and its functions.  The tablet’s battery lasts
way longer unlike the JP5 mini or JP5-S tablet’s
battery.  All the apps functions are the same
including the level of sound but way clearer.  This
tablet is almost 3 times larger in memory and it
has a way faster processor.  The gamers will now
enjoy playing their fast graphic games without it
getting stuck.  Remember the slowest but fun
Ballistic game?  Well, on JP6 it shoots and reloads
in a matter of a few seconds.  The fast forward
button can cut that down to a blink.  Now, maybe
someone can beat my 1200000 score :)

Free At Last
Sundiata Acoli, a former member of the Black
Panther Party and the Black Liberation Army, was
paroled after several parole bids were previously
rejected.  His attorneys argued he’d  been a model
prisoner for nearly three decades and had  been a
mentor to other inmates.  Acoli had a legal team in
place and his case was internationally known.  His
more-famous co-defendant, Joanne Chesimard,
was convicted and sentenced to a life term but
escaped from a New Jersey prison in 1979. Now
known as Assata Shakur, she was given asylum in
Cuba by then-President Fidel Castro and remains a
fugitive. Acoli's lawyer had been fighting for his
release for over 10 years. Acoli is the oldest former
member of the Black Panthers.  At 85, his lawyers
had argued and held the Parole Board to recognize
that he was no longer a threat to society, which
had been the main point of contention. Acoli is
suffering from dementia and other health
problems and has always claimed  innocence.

VADOC List of HB 5148 Exclusions
VADOC put out a 2 page "New Law Exclusions" re
HB 5148 and what they did was in the places of HB
5148 where it says "et seq" (Latin for "and the
following"), they spelled out those following
subcodes.  So the exclusions are not new, just
spelled out.  You will see "et seq" in lines 5, 6, 8,
10, 13, and 14 of HB5148l.  So that clears up what
those et seq codes are.
They also cite 16.1-253,4 - violation of protective
orders.  This is in reference to line 8 of HB 5148,
which was added, it seems,  as clarifying language
but that's not an "et seq" state code.
The “et seq” offenses from the 2 page doc are:
Class 1 felony; murder related -18.29 criminal
solicitation of murder; 1st & 2nd degree murder;
murder of a pregnant woman, fetus;  18.2-33
felony homicide; lynching; terrorism; kidnapping;
malicious felonies assault/wounding,
strangulation, female genital mutilation, assault
against family member;  felony stalking 18.2-60.3;
protective order felonies; attempted robbery
18.2-58 and carjacking 18.2-58.1; felony sexual
assault; sex crimes against minors (indecent
liberties, abuse of incapaciated adults, subsection
B, 18-2, 371.1 child neglect); child pornography;
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Mistake?!
Some incarcerated individuals, after being told
that they were eligible for the enhanced earned
sentence credit and would be on the first list to be
early released in July, were later told along with
some others that it was a “mistake.”   Regarding
the reversal of prisoner ESC eligibility status,
contact Gin Carter with the Humanization Group
at email: gin@thehumanizationproject.org.

Stats
Parole (April  2022)  2 parole grants (1 geriatric, 1
discretionary).  15 revoked.
Covid Stats As of 6/3/2022
42 inmates covid, 59 deaths, 86 staff members, 7
staff member deaths.  Facilities with high
numbers:  Green Rock:   18 inmates, 3  staff
members; Sussex 2  13  inmates, 3 staff members

Interim Parole Board
In the two weeks that Governor Youngkin’s first
parole board was in place, it denied all 177 parole
requests it considered, according to the
Richmond-Times Dispatch.  A new set of members
was appointed in April after the Democrats
rejected the first appointments, aside from Mr.
Dotson (the Chair)  This second round of
appointees also contain people with backgrounds
in prosecution and law enforcement.  In April,
Bolts Magazine reported that Senate Privileges
and Elections Committee Chairman Adam Ebbin
(D-Alexandria) said he has no reason to believe
that Democrats would block the confirmation
process again.  However, he gave no assurance
that the new appointees will be approved.
Youngkin said that the legislature could confirm
them during an ongoing special session. Ebbin
expects the new board members to serve in an
interim capacity until the General Assembly is
scheduled to consider appointments during the
2023 regular session.

A Website Correction from May 2022 Issue
Danny Thomas’ (River North) piece on sentencing
in Virginia is published on this website:
www.socialchangenyu.com,.
The website in our May issue was not correct.

The Virginia Prison Justice Network Newsletter goes
out to 1,642 incarcerated people and is published by
the Coalition for Justice, PO Box 299, Blacksburg, VA
24063.
Please note: WE ARE NOT LAWYERS.
Have a poem or thought you’d like published?  Send
them and thanks to all who send stamps

español
No somos abogados.  Ayudamos a los presos con sus
quejas durante el encarcelamiento ¡Ahora tenemos
apoyo con el español para quejas o preguntas.
¿Tienes un poema o ensayo corto que te gustaría
publicar?  Envíalos a nosotros

system for the duration of all such felony
sentences.
B. Whether an inmate is awarded good time
under ESC-1 or ESC-2 is determined by the
offense or underlining offense as outlined in COV
§53.1-202.3 A:1-17 and B,
Rate at which sentence credits may be earned;
prerequisites.
1. There are four Class Levels in the ESC-1
system; the amount of ESC-1 awarded per 30 day
period served is based on the inmate’s assigned
Class Level as follows:
a. Class Level I - Inmate earns 4.5 days ESC-1 for
every 30 days served.
b. Class Level II - Inmate earns 3 days ESC-1 for
every 30 days served.
c. Class Level III - Inmate earns 1.5 days ESC-1 for
every 30 days served.
d. Class Level IV - Inmate earns 0 days ESC-1.
2. There are four Class Levels in the ESC-2
system; the amount of ESC-2 awarded per 30 day
period served is based on the inmate’s assigned
Class Level as follows:
a. Class Level I - Inmate earns 15 days ESC-2 for
every 30 days served.
b. Class Level II - Inmate earns 7.5 days ESC-2 for
every 30 days served.
c. Class Level III - Inmate earns 3.5 days ESC-2 for
every 30 days served.
d. Class Level IV - Inmate earns 0 days ESC-2.
3. The entire ESC reduces the time the inmate
must serve to satisfy the sentence.
C. Inmates serving one or more life sentences are
not eligible to earn ESC, but staff should award
Class Levels L-I, L-II, L-III or L-IV for recognition
purposes.
D. Misdemeanor sentences are calculated under
GCA.
E. No ESC earned can be applied to reduce the
DPED or mandatory parole eligibility date
(MPRD).
VII. Initial Administrative Assignment of Class
Level
A. Unclassified inmates are awarded good time
at the rate of 15 days for each 30 days served on
parole eligible sentences under GCT or GCA and
at the rate of 2.25 days for each 30 days served
on sentences under ESC-1 and ESC-2. For work or
program participation, jail staff can award
unclassified inmates an additional 5 days good
time (a maximum of 2.25 days applied for ESC-1
and 5 days applied for ESC2) per 30 days served
prior to their CRD.

Condolences
Sending our sympathy to Brandon Seward
(Greensville) and his family over the death of his
grandmother.  She was an amazing lady.
For all those who have suffered losses while
behind bars, we wish you strength and support.

cruelty to animals; escape confinment; sharing
sexual content with minor; endanger
health/morals of children. Second offense:  felony
3.2-67.1 - dog fighting; voluntary manslaughter;
mob related violence 18.2-41; terrorism related;
non-malicious assault/wounding 18.2-54.1 and
18.2-54.2; arson 18.2-77, 18.2-79; burglary in
home 18.2.89 and breaking and entering 18.-92;
possession of child pornography and hate crimes
subsection E 2.40-1-29 2nd conviction (1st if over
10K of withholding wages).

Rights Restored
The Governor restored civil rights to 3,496
formerly incarcerated people, which means they
can vote.   African Americans had to deal with poll
taxes, literacy tests, fraud and intimidation to vote.
And until the Supreme Court struck it down in
1915, many states used the "grandfather claus " to
keep descendents of slaves out of elections.
After the American Revolution, states began
codifying disenfranchisement provisions and
expanding the penalty to all felony offenses.  In
2021, in 48 states people incarcerated for a felony
conviction still could not  vote.  Exercise your right
to vote.  It matters, not just for those who are
released, but for those left behind.

A Remembrance
By Larry Capers (Nottoway)

On Friday, March 18,2022, we at Nottoway
Correctional lost a dear & valued brother,  S.
Ricks, to an unfortunate overdose.  This was not
your standard junked-out OD.  This was a brother I
have known for years, dating back decades & I
have seen the plight of depression overtaking him
these last few years – a plight that specifically
affects thousands of brothers & sisters
incarcerated with no light at the end of the tunnel.
I write this so that you will see what I see & take
heed to those around you that may be crying out
for help, but don't feel like they have anywhere to
turn this goes for us too.  As we become so
bogged down with bottling it all up, scared of the
weakness, that we'd rather immerse ourselves in a
drug-addled absence than to find someone to
confide in.  My dear brothers and sister, please do
not remove yourselves from those who care,
fearing you have nobody.  We must believe that a
valued friend is there for us at all times, willing to
assist us with our darkest times  ALLOW this
memoriam to serve as a painful reminder that
sometimes we all need someone to lean on.  Think
of your family and friends.  Just know that you are
loved more than you may think.  Thanks very
much and may God bless all who is reading this.

Release Dates/Eligibility HB 5148
The VDOC will not provide us with people’s release
dates and eligibility re HB 548.  Ask your
counselors.  If they don’t respond, submit a
complaint.
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